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ABSTRACT

FILLING MISSING RATINGS IN PRIVACY-PRESERVING COLLABORATIVE

FILTERING SYSTEMS

Mehmet ÖZCAN

Computer Engineering Department

Anadolu University, Graduate School of Science, January, 2018

Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Alper BİLGE

Collaborative filtering is an influential personalized recommendation technique deduc-

ing like-minded users from their ratings and producing predictions for them. However,

the first controversial issue with this technique is that people may share a lot of individ-

ual information with collaborative filtering systems, which brings serious privacy risks.

Privacy-preserving collaborative filtering algorithms are mainly contrived to deal with

this privacy challenge. Missing values in the collected data set is another major issue

in collaborative filtering systems. Users usually do not rate all items; conversely, they

rate only a limited number of them because there are too many items to rate. Accord-

ingly, there exists insufficient information to locate similar users correctly and generate

accurate predictions. There are readily available methods in the literature constituted to

overcome this problem. While some of these methods try to impute the missing values

by only using the available data, the others utilize auxiliary data. The objective of this

study is to apply some of the missing data imputation methods using no auxiliary data

on several privacy-preserving collaborative filtering algorithms in order to boost the rec-

ommendation quality. Existing missing data imputation methods are modified in such a

way that they can be applied to perturbed data. Several experiments are performed using

a real data set to show how effective the methods are in privacy-preserving collaborative

filtering systems.

Keywords: Privacy, Collaborative Filtering, Missing Value.
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ÖZET

GİZLİLİK TABANLI ORTAK FİLTRELEME SİSTEMLERİNDE KAYIP

DEĞERLEMELERİ İŞLEME

Mehmet ÖZCAN

Bilgisayar Mühendisliği Anabilim Dalı

Anadolu Üniversitesi, Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü, Ocak, 2018

Danışman: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Alper BİLGE

Ortak filtreleme kullanıcıların değerlemelerini kullanarak benzer kullanıcıları tespit eden

ve onlar için tahmin üreten etkili bir kişiye özgü öneri tekniğidir. Fakat bu teknikle ilgili

tartışmalı birinci mesele, ciddi mahremiyet risklerini de beraberinde getiren birçok kişisel

bilginin ortak filtreleme sistemleri ile paylaşılmasıdır. Gizliliği koruyan ortak filtreleme

algoritmaları temelde bu gizlilik sorununu çözmek için geliştirilmiştir. Toplanan veri

setindeki kayıp değerler ise ortak filtreleme sistemlerinin bir başka temel sorunudur. Or-

tak filtreleme sistemlerinde çok fazla ürün olduğu için genellikle kullanıcılar bu ürünlerin

hepsini oylayamadığı gibi aksine az ve sınırlı sayıda ürünü oylamaktadırlar. Bunun sonu-

cunda ise benzer kullanıcıları bulup onlar için doğru tahminler üretmek için yetersiz mik-

tarda bilgi elde edilmektedir. Çok boşluklu kullanıcı-ürün matrisi ortak filtreleme algorit-

malarının genel performansını olumsuz etkilemektedir. Literatürde bu problemi ortadan

kaldırmak için oluşturulmuş hali hazırda bazı yöntemler mevcuttur. Bunlardan bazıları

elde bulunan verileri kullanarak kayıp değerleri doldururken diğerleri ise yardımcı ver-

ilerden faydalanırlar. Benzer problem gizlilik-tabanlı ortak filtreleme algoritmalarında

da mevcuttur. Bu çalışmanın amacı, çeşitli gizlilik temelli ortak filtreleme algoritmaları

üzerinde bazı yardımcı veri kullanmayan kayıp değer doldurma metotlarını uygulayarak

öneri kalitesini arttırmaktır. Hali hazırdaki metotlar maskelenmiş seyrek veriye uygu-

lanacak şekilde değiştirilecektir. Gerçek veri setleri ile deneyler yapılarak önerilen kayıp

değerlemeleri işleme yöntemlerinin gizlilik-tabanlı ortak filtreleme sistemlerinde ne kadar

başarılı oldukları tespit edilecektir.

Anahtar Sözcükler: Gizlilik, Ortak Filtreleme, Kayıp Veri.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Growing considerably in recent years, the Internet takes part in every aspect of our

lives together with the facilities it provides. It takes out the time and space constraints

that one can conclude most of its intended jobs at anytime and anywhere instantly. It is

also enabled to reach devilish information which is another benefit gained by use of the

Internet. People are increasingly resorting to guidance of the Internet rather than taking

support of someone. However, there is a drastic issue that accessing what you need among

extraordinary amount of data and numerous commodity is not so easy, which is referred

to as information overload problem. People get a complication while searching a book

to read, movie to watch, or anything to buy due to the variety of options. At this point,

recommender systems play a substantial role in resolving such issue.

A recommender system (RS) aims to create pointed recommendations to a collec-

tion of users on products that they might interest [1]. Individual as a user maintains some

input to the system first. Such input to the system may belong to one of the following

categories: ratings (votes for items), demographic information (age, gender, education,

etc.), content data (textual documents like comments on items) or contextual information

(identity of people around, date, season, temperature, etc.) [2, 3]. Then the system han-

dles these gathered inputs with some data mining techniques and generate the requested

outputs by the user. The outputs may be in the form of a prediction or top-N recom-

mendations [2]. While prediction represents the degree of interest for an item, top-N

recommendations are the suggested item lists which are considered to be the active user

will most be interested in.

1.1. Collaborative Filtering

Used widely on e-commerce sites, collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most

efficient RS techniques. It has been used in an e-mail system named Tapestry first to help

users find out the right documents to read via one another’s reviews [4]. Typically in a CF

system, users log in and rate some items among a collection. At the background, ratings

of each user are collected in the server in order to construct a user-item matrix where

each row represents a user and each column represents an item. Hence a rating value in

i’th row and j’th column of the matrix corresponds to the rating given by i’th user for

j’th item. When a user asks for a prediction or recommendation, the system makes some
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calculations on the user-item matrix and sends feedback to the user.

The idea behind the technique is that it deduces like minded users by making use

of their votes for items and generates personalized recommendations for individuals. It is

assumed that having similar activities before, users have similar tastes. Therefore, they

are going to like similar items in the future, as well.

Although CF is a widely used personalized recommendation technique, there are

numerous challenges they face.

1.1.1 Sparsity

Data sparsity is one of the major problems in CF which implies there exists insuf-

ficient information to create high-quality recommendations in the dataset [5]. In a CF

system, there exists an extensive number of items while users tend to rate a small frac-

tion of them as they do not want to spend much time or just have an idea about a limited

number of them. Causing plenty of missing ratings, such situation is the main reason for

sparsity. In order to handle missing values, densification of the dataset is needed. Favor-

able techniques utilized to densify the dataset are based on either dimensionality reduction

[6] or imputation such as Transfer learning [5], imputation-boosted, and content-boosted

CF [7, 8].

1.1.2 Scalability

There may be millions of users and items available in a typical CF system. In these

conditions finding similarities between users or items turns out an increase in computation

time which causes a poor online performance. Moreover, considering a lot of items to-

gether with a high rate of missing data, number of commonly rated items is not sufficient

to find out the neighborhoods. On challenging these two critical problems, dimensionality

reduction [9] and clustering [10] methods are preferred mostly.

1.1.3 Accuracy

A CF system must provide decent recommendations for users which is possible by

predicting user preferences on items precisely. The accuracy of predictions can be as-
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sessed by generating predictions on available ratings and comparing them with the actual

ones. Widespread measurement metrics used in CF are Mean Absolute Error (MAE),

Normalized Mean Absolute Error, Root Mean Squared Error, and Mean Squared Error

for accuracy of prediction and ROC curve, Precision, Recall, and F1-score for the relia-

bility of recommendations [11]. Indicating error rate of the predictions, MAE is used in

the experiments.

1.1.4 Online Performance

CF systems work online so that when a user asks for a recommendation, it returns

intended result dynamically to the user. The system has to provide recommendations as

quickly as possible since the user does not willing to wait meanwhile. That is why the

system must produce instant predictions online. Model-based CF approach is an efficient

way of having a decent online performance for large datasets [12].

1.1.5 Cold start

A user newly registered to a RS has only a small number of votes which makes it

difficult to analyze neighborhood of that user as the user profile has not been understood

well. Such phenomena is referred to as cold-start user problem [13]. Similarly, when a

brand new item is attached to the system, it is rated by only a limited number of users.

Accordingly, it is rarely recommended for the users. Similarly, this is referred to as cold-

start item problem [14]. For a cold-start user problem, it is possible to exploit the user’s

implicit feedbacks such as user clicks or the time consumed on a web page. Against

cold-start item problem, content boosted CF is an efficient approach.

1.1.6 Black and gray sheep

Some users in a RS may have a unique profile that does not match with another user

in an opposite or positive way. Applying neighbor selection for such a user does not bring

correct revelation about that user. Such phenomena is referred to as black sheep challenge

[15]. In a gray sheep situation, a user has similarities with more than one group of users

at almost the same extent [15]. It is a difficult job to discover the characteristics of such

3



users as they do not belong to a group precisely. This kind of problems result in a poor

prediction accuracy which traditional CF cannot deal with. Several hybrid CF techniques

are utilized for attempting a solution for this problem.

1.1.7 Shilling attacks

There may be certain competitors of an organization having CF system particularly

when the organization is commercial. In this case, the competitors persumably attempt to

deflect the ratings in their own benefit. This kind of attacks coming from competitors are

called as shilling attacks which causes an RS generate poor recommendations [16]. The

simplest form of these attacks is inserting fake lowest ratings for the items that the attacker

wants to decrease the popularity. Except, there are numerous types of shilling attacks

which can make an RS confuse unusually. Therefore a CF system has to be designed

robust against these attacks. As a precaution, CF systems must enable versatile shilling

attack detection algorithms to get rid of fake ratings.

1.1.8 Synonymy

Almost the same items might have more than one entries in a CF system which

is referred to as synonymy challenge. In this scenario, the system treats these items in

a completely distinct manner. As a consequence, these items would get different rating

values coming from users. The most dangerous situation here is that the system explores

a dissimilarity between these items [15]. To sum up, the more the synonymy occurs, the

worse the precision becomes.

1.1.9 Overfitting

Overfitting or over specialization is the term that there is no variety in recommenda-

tions of the system for a user that those items which are already rated and have high scores

are constantly served [17]. By this way, those items get new scores from that users and

recommended highly again to new users which is a vicious circle. The other items goes

useless for recommendation meanwhile. With the intention to cope with the issue, hybrid

CF approaches mobilizing content information of items and/or demographic information
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of users can be preferred.

1.1.10 Privacy

Privacy has a critical place among the challenges of CF. When a user votes for an

item, the user also shares a knowledge about themselves. There is a possibility that the

knowledge is put in a process against the user. Profiling, price discrimination, government

surveliance are the several threats expected a user to face [18]. Whether it is clearly

indicated with an agreement between vendor and user that the data submitted by user is

approved as private and will not be shared with third parties, the vendors would rather sell

it in a case of bankruptcy to rivals. Resolving the issue, numerous solutions are studied

under the topic of Privacy-Preserving Collaborative Filtering.

1.2. Privacy-Preserving Collaborative Filtering

The term privacy-preserving corresponds to protecting confidential data from others

who is malevolent. Confidential data of a user in terms of a CF system refers to the rating

values the user leave and the list of rated items by the user. Goal of a Privacy-Preserving

Collaborative Filtering (PPCF) system can be described as producing meaningful recom-

mendations for users while protecting the privacy of them.

Preserving privacy in CF is expressed first in 2002 by John Canny [19]. He indicated

the reasons why it is needed to protect privacy in CF and proposed a framework to ensure

privacy. Since then, many approaches have been studied on about PPCF. The best way in

order to comprehend the aspects of PPCF is to investigate it under three captions namely

individual privacy, corporate privacy, and techniques utilized for preserving privacy.

1.2.1 Individual privacy

Collaborative filtering is an influential tool serving personalized recommendations

for individuals in order to help them reach appropriate products. However, individuals are

hesitant to use CF systems due to privacy concerns.
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1.2.1.1 Peer-to-peer collaboration

Users may not want to share their confidential data with a server due to privacy

concerns. In order to provide CF services for those users, framework based on peer-

to-peer data collaboration emerges, which removes any need of server security. In this

case, a group of users compose an aggregate appropriate for getting CF recommendations

without deeply disclosing their individual data.

1.2.1.2 Central server

Likewise in a traditional CF approach, there is a central server which holds whole

data coming from users except that the central server collect individuals’ ratings in a way

that it does not violate privacy. In terms of protecting individual privacy, there are two

key issues to be watched out by the server [20]. Firstly, the server must not be able to

understand how much an item interested by a user. In this context, the server cannot

reach actual rating values of users in the system. Secondly, the server must not be able to

know the items rated by any user. Without understanding such confidential knowledge,

the system must be able to deliver decent referrals.

1.2.2 Corporate privacy

In contemplation of boosting quality of CF services, two or more vendors may at-

tempt to share their data collected from their users. They can elaborate user-item matrices

with the data gathered from each others which is an effective way to beat down sparsity.

Nonetheless, those vendors hesitate to make a communion by virtue of security reasons.

These vendors must be withheld obtaining actual ratings from one another’s. In the view

of resolving this issue, confidentiality of the collaboration can be ensured.

1.2.2.1 Two-party collaboration

Collaboration of two parties works when there is an intersection available between

the two datasets. There must be at least some users or items common. Assuming the data

gathered from two vendors A and B as a whole, it is presumably distributed horizontally,

vertically, or arbitrarily between A and B.
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The case of having the same items while having different users represents a horizon-

tally distributed data. Merging horizontally distributed data is a good idea for those newly

established a CF system and having a few users. In this way, the system gets the capabil-

ity of finding out more similar users as neighbors. Increasing the number of users derives

various rated items which enable the systems to generate recommendations diversely.

Users who are registered to CF systems of both vendors votes for different items

available in two systems separately. Such phenomena is considered as the vertically dis-

tributed data form. The systems having an insufficient number of items on implying a

user profile are better to share their data with each others when they have common users.

However, they must not violate the privacy while sharing.

It is more familiar to be encountered with an entity of arbitrarily distributed data.

Regarding that distribution, two vendors in the same sector have some common users

and items in their systems. Those users vote for some items in system A, while vote for

some others in system B. Gathering the datasets of A and B together compounds a denser

dataset which is favorable for those two vendors regarding prediction accuracy.

1.2.2.2 Multi-party collaboration

More than two vendors may want to collaborate with the objective of generating

mighty predictions. There can be the horizontal or vertical distribution of data among

multiple parties likewise between two parties. It is possible for those parties to utilize one

another’s data without damaging the confidentiality.

1.2.3 Techniques utilized in preserving privacy

Several techniques are contributing to protecting individual privacy which aggra-

vates unauthorized parties access confidential data. Such techniques applied in PPCF are

described briefly in this section.

1.2.3.1 Data obfuscation

Data obfuscation is one of the most popular techniques used in PPCF schemes. In-

tention of using this technique is to turn actual ratings of users into an undistinguishable

format for others. The goal is achieved by systematically adding noise to confidential data
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such that CF systems still be able to create personalized recommendations via aggrega-

tion. The methods of data obfuscation having a high vogue in PPCF can be specified as

randomized perturbation [21], obfuscation by substitution [22], obfuscation by permuta-

tion [23], and randomized response [24].

1.2.3.2 Cryptography

Having a widespread use in many fields, cryptography is utilized in PPCF schemes,

as well. In PPCF, the actual data is ciphered completely with some mathematical op-

erations. Then the CF framework is modified in a way that is suitable for generating

consistent predictions without deciphering the data. Homomorphic encryption is the cryp-

tographic technique which is mostly adopted in PPCF systems [19].

1.2.3.3 Anonymization and aggregation

Instead of altering the data, anonymization focuses on obscuring who the data be-

long. A PPCF system carries out CF on an aggregate comprising of individuals’ actual

data but is not able to learn rating profile of a user. k-anonymity method as used in [25] and

peer-to-peer architectures proposed in [19, 26] are the popular examples of anonymization

and aggregation.

1.2.3.4 Trust-agent based methods

Regarding CF, the implication of trust is the grade of a user showing how much the

user’s votes can be taken as a reference when generating a prediction. Promoting third

parties is a compromising way of assessing the trust levels of users. Agents as secure

third parties play an important role in granting trust with protecting privacy. A prospering

agent has the capabilities of autonomy, mobility, co-operation, development by learning,

security, and so on [27]. Those recommender systems professedly collaborating with

anonymized agents get an advantage on improving accuracy and privacy. Various issues

and approaches on trust-agent based systems are discussed elaborately in [28, 29]. In

addition, [30] is a fine example demonstrating technicality of working and architecture of

an agent.
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2. PRELIMINARIES & RELATED WORK

2.1. Categories of CF Techniques

CF techniques are mainly scrutinized under the following three categories: memory-

based, model-based, and hybrid techniques.

2.1.1 Memory-based CF

Memory-based CF systems generate predictions by practicing a prediction algo-

rithm directly on the user-item matrix or a sample of it. There are user based and item

based approaches within this category. For a user based approach, it is possible to sum-

marize CF process in three main steps:

1) Similarity Weighting: Each user is given a weight representing what extent they

are similar to the active user via a similarity measurement. Similarity measurements fre-

quently utilized for similarity weighting in CF can be listed as follows: Pearson’s Correla-

tion Coefficient [31], Cosine Similarity [32], Jaccard Similarity [33], Mean Squared Dif-

ference [34], Spearman’s Rank Correlation [35], Constrained Pearson Correlation [36],

and Adjusted Cosine Similarity [37].

2) Neighbor Selection: After users are weighted, most similar ones are chosen to

be used in prediction algorithm. Two basic ways of the selection are k-nearest neighbor

(KNN) method and threshold-based selection method. While k users with the largest

weights are selected in KNN; in the threshold based one, a threshold value is assigned first

and users having higher similarity weight than the threshold are selected as neighbors.

3) Prediction: Once the neighbors are determined, a prediction is generated indi-

cating how much the target item will be liked by the active user. Utilized prediction

algorithms in CF are prominently based on weighted average and regression [38].

In an item-based approach, it is assumed that if an item is liked by a user, then

the items similar to that item most probably will interest the user, as well. The steps

remain the same for an item-based approach except that they are based on items. In the

similarity weighting step, items are weighted according to their similarity degrees with

others. Consequently, a weight matrix which holds the weight values between items is

estimated. In neighbor selection step, commonly, most similar k items with the target

item are specified as neighbor items. In the prediction step, item-based implementation
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of a prediction algorithm is utilized in order to generate a prediction value.

The most powerful speciality of memory-based CF techniques is their splendid ac-

curacy. When compared to the other CF techniques, memory-based techniques have sig-

nificantly higher predictive performance. Furthermore, to include a new user or item does

not bring any cost of additional operation for the prediction procedure since memory-

based CF algorithms run entirely online.

On the other hand, memory-based CF techniques have some critical disadvantages.

Because memory-based CF algorithms run dynamically, online performance gets low-

ered. Accordingly, the user experience is influenced in a wrong way. Moreover, memory-

based techniques suffer from scalability issue that they are handling a large dataset; they

cannot detect the neighborhood correctly. Such a mistake in neighbor selection results

with an inaccurate prediction.

2.1.2 Model-based collaborative filtering

Characteristic of a model based CF algorithm is that it utilizes a model derived

by the dataset to generate predictions. This kind of algorithms comprise of two phases

named offline phase and online phase. While in the offline phase, model construction pro-

cess is carried out; in the online phase, a prediction algorithm is performed on previously

constructed model to generate a prediction value. In the model construction progress,

some data mining techniques are used such as Singular Value Decomposition, Bayesian

models and some of the classification, clustering and regression methods [12]. Predic-

tion algorithms utilized in model-based CF techniques vary since they are specific to the

constructed model.

Whereas time complexity of model designation is so high, this progress is done

within some periods when the server is available for this job. Thereby, model construction

does not deteriorate the online performance of the CF system. Conversely, since the model

is constructed offline, the online workload is reduced which results in a higher online

performance than memory-based CF techniques. Another advantage of the model-based

approach is that it can overcome large datasets. Utilized data mining techniques in model

construction are good at finding out meaningful relationships on big data which enables

a model-based approach to generate scalable predictions. Model-based CF approach can

address sparsity issue exploiting several dimensionality reduction techniques as well.
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Along with the mentioned advantages, there are several disadvantages appeared in

model-based CF techniques. First of all, adding a new user or item is not convenient,

inasmuch as they are needed to be adapted to the system by model construction which is

a time and resource consuming process. Secondly, there may also be loss of information

due to the data mining techniques applied. Such fact results in a lower prediction accuracy

with the CF system.

2.1.3 Hybrid collaborative filtering

Hybrid CF systems are developed in the view of combining the strengths of both

memory-based and model-based approaches. Such systems practice traditional memory-

based CF together with taking advantage of either data mining techniques used in model-

based approach or content-based RS.

Together with the data mining techniques, CF can deal with high dimensional data

thanks to Singular Value Decomposition, Principal Component Analysis, Latent Semantic

Indexing and so on. Data mining techniques are also good at extracting influential patterns

from big data which leads to more accurate predictions when combined with the power

of CF on analyzing similarities between users and items.

Content-based methods make use of the description of items to make recommen-

dations [39]. When compared to CF, they are not accurate in generating personalized

predictions to the extent that CF does. Nevertheless, when these methods are attached to

CF, a significant improvement can be observed with the accuracy. Content-based methods

provide a utility of extra content info about items which is particularly useful for turning

a sparse dataset into a denser one. Note that, with a consistently imputed dataset, CF can

provide more incisive recommendations to the users.

2.2. Imputation Boosted Collaborative Filtering

Bringing out a decrease in coverage and accuracy, data sparsity is among the major

problems of recommender systems. Missing value imputation is one of the prevalently

utilized solutions in order to deal with such issue. According to the imputation-boosted

approach, a preprocessing operation is performed on the dataset that several missing val-

ues in the dataset are exchanged with newly assigned ones. Then the system works with
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the new form of the dataset. In a CF scenario, the missing values are the null ratings in a

user-item matrix and imputation of missing values refers to filling missing ratings.

Missing value imputation methods can be inquisited through groups of two con-

cerning calling out auxiliary data. While methods in the first group transfer an extra

knowledge from the other available dataset, the methods of the second group try to fill

missing values by extracting knowledge from the available dataset (related works belong

to those groups are mentioned respectively with the following two paragraphs).

Chujai et al. [8] determines frequent item sets with respect to items’ genre informa-

tion and users’ demographic information via an association rule mining algorithm called

apriori. Then, average values for missing ratings are calculated by combining frequent

item set information with rating frequency of the genres. Hwang et al. [40] has made use

of users’ trust information for estimating missing ratings before applying CF. In an at-

tempt for imputation, reliable neighbors are determined via trust network and the missing

value is filled with average ratings of them for interested item. Xia et al. [41] has filled

missing values with two new approaches which are average ratings of the users with the

same age and occupation. In study [42], Pan et al. have intended to take advantage of

an auxiliary dataset in binary form to alleviate sparsity by transferring knowledge from

it. Transfer by Collective Factorization has been proposed which jointly factorizes the

data matrices in three parts: user specific latent feature matrix, item specific latent feature

matrix and two data-dependent core matrices.

Su and Khoshgoftaar [7] has employed both user mean imputation and extended

Bayesian multiple imputation on memory-based CF with several neighbor selection meth-

ods. The results represent that extended Bayesian multiple imputation significantly en-

hances accuracy. Su et al. [43] has prosecuted a comparative study that practices nine

types of machine learning classifiers, predictive mean matching (PMM) and an ensemble

classifier arranged with seven classifiers that yield the best results out of nine for imputa-

tion. Those imputation methods have not only been implemented on raw ratings but also

on users’ demographic information. It results in this study that IBCF using naı̈ve Bayes

provides relatively better results. Moreover, IBCF using naı̈ve Bayes (NB), IBCF using

ensemble classifier and IBCF using PMM deliver higher accuracy on raw data rather than

the user contents. Similarly in [44], Su et al. have performed a comparison-based study

for numerous IBCF techniques such as IBCF with PMM, IBCF with Linear Regression,

IBCF with item mean, IBCF with NB, content-boosted CF, and a mixture IBCF. While an
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imputation is made utilizing content information of users via NB in the content-boosted

CF, there is used a divide-and-conquer strategy based on NB and item mean in the mix-

ture IBCF. In study [45], Ren et al. have proposed auto adaptive imputation method to

overcome these issues so that it determines the key set of missing values to impute auto-

matically with respect to the active user and the target item. The perception of selecting

the key set is that users related to the active user and items related to the target item contain

the most informative ratings for prediction. Auto-adaptive imputation method is applied

from both user and item aspects in the provided collaborative filtering algorithm in order

to dig out the effects of user activity and item popularity. Ranjbar et al. [46] proposes to

enhance multiplicative update rules algorithm for CF via imputation with 4 types of aver-

age ratings: User average, item average, total ratings’ average and a hybrid average which

is constituted by linear combinations of user and item averages. Huang and Gong [47]

have modified ROUSTIDA algorithm for imputation and tested on a user-based CF tech-

nique. Gong [48] has prompted user based and item based k-means clustering algorithms

to impute vacant ratings. After detection of the clusters, missing values are imputed with

the centroids of those clusters which is a smoothing approach. Zhang and Li [49] have

designed a rough sets based imputation as well with the object of mitigating the sparsity.

Xue et al. [50] has introduced a scalable CF algorithm taking advantage of a cluster based

smoothing. In their smoothing algorithm, users are separated into clusters first. A miss-

ing rating is imputed with an average of deviation from mean ratings of users in attached

cluster given for that item. Ma et al. [51] have made a missing data imputation for CF

again via CF approach. For a missing value, a user-based and an item-based CF predic-

tion values are generated first. Then a unified prediction value is created totalizing those

previously generated values with specified percentages. Abdelwahab et al. [52] have al-

leviated data sparsity by employing an iterative prediction method depending on spectral

clustering. The imputation has been done again with a combination of a user based and

an item based predictions. Distinctly, the effort of imputation is repeated until a stable

dataset is obtained.

For the sake of preserving individual privacy, predictive performance is sacrificed

in PPCF systems based on data obfuscation. Ratings of the users are modified in order

the server cannot infer individuals’ profiles. However, the modification causes a decrease

on the accuracy. For the fact that it is possible to get an improved accuracy in CF via

several imputation techniques, they can also be utilized to regain the accuracy loss in
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PPCF schemas.
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3. CATEGORIES of PPCF USING RANDOMIZED PERTURBATION TECHNIQUE

3.1. Randomized Perturbation

Randomized perturbation technique (RPT) is a successful method used to achieve

privacy in central server based PPCF schemas. Instead of sending pure ratings to the

server, individuals disguise their ratings in the client side first, then sends their disguised

data to the server. Because of getting the ratings as perturbed, the server cannot reach

actual ratings which is the crucial point in privacy preserving. While having perturbed

ratings, the server is still able to generate recommendations with decent accuracy by an

aggregate calculation.

3.1.1 Perturbation phase

The perturbation codes running at the client side are given with the Algorithm 3.1.

Outline of the perturbation process represented by Bilge and Polat [53] is introduced

step by step below:

1)The server decides a σmax value which is the maximum standard deviation that

clients can use while creating random values.

2)The server decides a βmax value which is the maximum percentage of missing

ratings to be filled by clients.

3)The server specifies data distribution techniques which clients can prefer to use

when creating random numbers.

4)Each user finds mean and standard deviation of their ratings and calculates z-

scores.

5)Each user defines σ and β values in a range of [0,σmax] and [0,βmax] respectively.

6)Each user selects %β of their unrated items and finds k which is the total count of

selected and rated items.

7)Each user creates k random numbers as their mean is 0 respecting σ value with a

distribution selected among which the server provided.

8)Each user adds those random numbers to their rated and selected unrated items

(which are assumed as 0) and sends them to the server.

After each user sends their disguised ratings to the server, a disguised user-item

matrix is constructed to apply a PPCF algorithm.
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Algorithm 3.1 Data Disguising by RPT
Symbols used in the algorithm:
Zu ∶ z-score normalized rating vector of user u
βmax: Maximum percentage of missing ratings to be filled
σmax: Maximum standart deviation of random values
Z ′

u ∶ Perturbed vector to be sent to the server

rpDisguise(Zu, βmax, σmax)
1. tech = randi(2); // Uniform:1 & Gaussian:2;
2. beta = rand ∗ βmax;
3. sigma = rand ∗ sigmamax;
4. emptyindices = find(Zu == 0);
5. ratedindices = setdiff(length(Zu), emptyindices);
6. emptycount = length(emptyindices);
7. ratedcount = length(Zu) − emptycount;
8. fcount = round((emptycount ∗ beta)/100);
9. fillingindices = randsample(emptyindices, fcount);
10. pertcount = ratedcount + fcount;
11. pertindices = [ratedindices fillingindices];
12. if(tech == 1){
13. alpha = sqrt(3) ∗ sigma;
14. rands = −alpha + ((2 ∗ alpha) ∗ rand(1, pertcount));}
15. if(tech == 2)
16. rands = sigma. ∗ randn(1, pertcount);
17. Z ′

u(pertindices) = Zu(pertindices) + rands;
18. return Z ′

u;

3.1.2 Prediction phase

3.1.2.1 Memory based approach

In the memory-based approach, similarity weights between users must be assigned

first in order to detect similar users referred to as neighbors. Polat and Du [54] proposed

to find the similarity weights by multiplication of users’ perturbed z-score vectors. Let

a and u be the active user and another user respectively. Similarity between a and u is

calculated with Equation 3.1.

wau =
m

∑
j=1

z′aj ∗ z
′

uj (3.1)

Note that, m is the total number of items. Let us extend Equation 3.1:
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wau =
m

∑
j=1

(zaj + raj) ∗ (zuj + ruj) =
m

∑
j=1

(zaj ∗ zuj) + (zaj ∗ ruj) + (raj ∗ zuj) + (raj ∗ ruj)

(3.2)

Since the random numbers are added by a distribution with mean 0,∑m
j=1 (zaj ∗ ruj) ≈

0, ∑m
j=1 (raj ∗ zuj) ≈ 0 and ∑m

j=1 (raj ∗ ruj) ≈ 0. Consequently, Equation 3.2 can be sim-

plified as:

wau =
m

∑
j=1

z′aj ∗ z
′

uj ≈
m

∑
j=1

zaj ∗ zuj (3.3)

Hereby, sum of products with disguised z-scores gives approximately the same re-

sult with sum of products with actual z-scores.

m

∑
j=1

zaj ∗ zuj =
m

∑
j=1

Vaj − µa

σa
∗
Vuj − µu

σu
=
∑

m
j=1 (Vaj − µa) ∗ (Vuj − µu)

σa ∗ σu
(3.4)

Equation 3.4 demonstrates that sum of products with z-score values is resulted in

the formula of Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient [31]. In the equation, Vaj denotes vote

of active user for j’th item. Vij similarly denotes vote of i’th user for j’th item. µa and µi

represents mean ratings of active user and i’th user respectively. Additionally, σ values

correspond to standart deviations of related users’ ratings.

After the similarity weights are obtained, k nearest neighbors are selected among

the collection of users. According to weighted average formula, the prediction on a target

item q is calculated with Equation 3.5.

p′aq =
∑

k
uwau ∗ zuq
wau

(3.5)

Since the ratings are z-score normalized, p′aq in the equation must be denormalized

to achieve the final prediction value as formulized in Equation 3.6

paq = µa + σa ∗ p
′

aq (3.6)

Having disguised z-score values, the server is able to calculate p′aq. However, µa

and σa values are only known by active user at the client side. Hence after finding p′aq the

server sends the result to active user. Final prediction value is obtained in the client side

by denormalizing p′aq as in Equation 3.6.
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3.1.2.2 Model-based approach

In the representative Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based CF schema, user-

item matrix is expressed with the multiplication of three matrices namely U, S and V T .

Therefore, denoting the user-item matrix with A, there must be created three matrices such

that A = U ×S ×V T . With respect to the pedestrals of SVD based CF [6], following steps

must be accomplished:

1) X = AT ×A must be calculated.

2) Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are extracted from X.

3) A diagonal matrix S is constructed with the y largest eigenvalues.

4) The matrix V is constructed by corresponding eigenvectors which selected eigen-

values belong to.

5) Finally the matrix U is implicated with the formula U = S−1 ×A × V

As a consequence of those steps U,S and V matrices are obtained with the sizes of

n × y, y × y and m × y respectively. When generating a prediction for user i on item j in a

user-item matrix, Equation 3.7 is utilized.

pij = Ui ∗ S ∗ V
T
j (3.7)

Assuming that the procedures are done on a z-score normalized user-item vector,

denormalization likewise in Equation 3.6 must be applied to reach up the final prediction.

When procedures of SVD is employed on a data disguised by RPT we must still be

able to calculate AT ×A correctly in order to get the right eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

For a disguised user-item matrix A′ , the entries of A′T ×A′ is calculated in Equations 3.8

and 3.9 [55]:

(A
′T ×A

′

)fg =
n

∑
u=1

(zuf + ruf) ∗ (zug + rug) (3.8)

(A
′T ×A

′

)fg =
n

∑
u=1

(zuf ∗ zug) + (zuf ∗ rug) + (ruf ∗ zug) + (ruf ∗ rug) (3.9)

In the equation, ∑n
u=1 (zuf ∗ rug) ≈ 0, ∑n

u=1 (ruf ∗ zug) ≈ 0 and ∑n
u=1 (ruf ∗ rug) ≈ 0

where f ≠ g. Hence, the result is Equation 3.10:
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(f ≠ g)⇒ (A
′T ×A

′

)fg =
n

∑
u=1

zuf ∗ zug (3.10)

In the case of f = g the equation can be expressed as follows:

(A
′T ×A

′

)ff =
n

∑
u=1

(zuf + ruf)
2 =

n

∑
u=1

z2uf + 2 ∗
n

∑
u=1

(zuf ∗ ruf) +
n

∑
u=1

r2uf (3.11)

Since ∑n
u=1 (zuf ∗ ruf) ≈ 0, the Equation 3.11 can be simplified in Equation 3.12:

(A
′T ×A

′

)ff ≈
n

∑
u=1

z2uf +
n

∑
u=1

r2uf (3.12)

While (A
′T×A

′

)ff must end up with∑n
u=1 z

2
uf there is an additional effect of random

numbers as ∑n
u=1 r

2
uf . In exchange to get rid of the noise, the equation can be modified as

in Equation 3.13:

(A
′T ×A

′

)ff ≈
n

∑
u=1

z2uf +
n

∑
u=1

r2uf − (n ∗ σ2
r) ≈

n

∑
u=1

z2uf (3.13)

In the equation 3.13, σ2
r is the standart deviation of random numbers which are

added by users to withold the server learning their actual ratings. The server defines max-

imum standart deviation (σmax) of the random numbers and each client specifies their own

σ between σmax and 0. Therefore, the value of σr is unknown by the server. Considering

an aggregation, the calculation can be finalized with Equation 3.14:

(A
′T ×A

′

)ff ≈
n

∑
u=1

z2uf +
n

∑
u=1

r2uf − (n ∗ (σmax ÷ 2)2) ≈
n

∑
u=1

z2uf (3.14)

In conclusion, the server is able to approximately inferAT ×A fromA
′ . Thus, it can

compute the p′aq as expressed in Equation 3.7 and the active user gets eventual prediction

value via Equation 3.6.

3.1.2.3 Hybrid approach

k-means clustering-based CF as a hybrid CF approach can be adapted to gener-

ate predictions without jeopardizing privay. In such approach, function of executing a

clustering algorithm is to form a neighborhood. Therefore, CF can challenge scalability

problem. In order to form the clusters by k-means clustering, distances or similarities be-

tween users must be calculated. Since similarity weights can be computed with Pearson’s
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Correlation privately with aforementioned methods, it can also be utilized in the cluster-

ing procedure. Formation of neighborhood via k-means clustering can be illustrated with

the following steps:

1) Centroids of k clusters are initalized by stating k users as centers.

2) Similarities between users and those centroids are calculated as expressed with

Equations 3.3 and 3.4.

3) Each user is assigned to a cluster based on the similarity with centroids. They are

attended to the clusters that they have the highest correlation with the clusters’ centroids.

4) Cluster centroids are updated regarding to newcomers into the clusters. For i’th

cluster’s centroid Ci, formulization of the update process is shown in Equation 3.15.

Ciq =
∑

ni
u=1 z

′

uq

ni

(3.15)

Here q is referred to as an item which is a dimension of the cluster’s centroid. u

is the user that belong to that cluster. ni is the total number of users in related cluster.

Expansion of the equation in Equation 3.16:

Ciq =
∑

ni
u=1 z

′

uq

ni

+
∑

ni
u=1 ruq
ni

≈
∑

ni
u=1 zuq
ni

(3.16)

Hence the centroids of the clusters are found out precisely from disguised user-item

matrix.

5) If there is a change in the members of the clusters, go to step 2.

6) Return clusters and their centroids.

Remember that clusters are constructed when the server is offline in order to boost

online performance of the CF system. When a new user enters to the system, it is dis-

covered by the system which cluster the user belong by measuring the similarities with

the cluster centroids. After its cluster is decided as online, the same procedures with the

memory-based CF are followed. k nearest neighbors are selected among the users from

the related cluster. Then paq′ is calculated as in Equation 3.5. It is denormalized by the

active user with respect to Equation 3.6 and the final prediction is obtained.
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4. APPLICATIONS of IMPUTATION TECHNIQUES

4.1. Cluster-Based Smoothing

Cluster-based smoothing (CBS) is an imputation technique which is applied suc-

cessfully in CF frameworks [50, 56]. It presents a scalable solution handling the sparsity

problem. Given a user-item matrix, CBS operates as follows:

1) Users are divided into clusters. k-means clustering is a convenient way of clus-

tering the users.

2) For a missing value which is intersection of user u and item q, users in the same

cluster with u which have ratings for q’th item are chosen.

3) Deviation from mean ratings of the selected users are calculated for item q and

average of them is taken.

4) The average value is added to the mean of user u’s ratings. The result is substi-

tuted with the missing value.

The steps above are practiced for all the missing values in the dataset.

4.2. Predictive Mean Matching

Predictive mean matching (PMM) is a multiple imputation technique proposed by

Rubin and Schenker in 1986 [58]. It is also utilized in CF techniques [43, 44] and the

prediction accuracy is enhanced. According to PMM, missing values in a recipient are

imputed with the predictive means retrieved from closest donors. Application of PMM

on user-item matrix is represented as follows:

1) Determine some parameters drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution by

expectation maximization algorithm.

2) Predictions are created for each incomplete rating of the user (recipient) using

linear regression with respect to the predefined parameters via the user’s available ratings.

For all the users who rated the items that recipient rated (donors), the predictions are

generated with the same way.

3) Recipients are matched with their closest donors with respect to Mahalanobis

distance.

4) Missing values are imputed with the generated predictions from recipient’s clos-

est donor.
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4.3. Imputation with PPCF

Ensuring privacy for CF systems brings extra costs in tow that number of operations

increases together with predictive accuracy may decrease or online performance may get

lowered etc. Especially RPT causes a fall of in the quality of recommendations in a CF

system. While negative effects of added random numbers are minimalized with aggregate

functions, they can’t be removed totally. There is also a dilemma between privacy and

accuracy metrics for RPT. The server can provide a higher privacy by adjusting σ and β

parameters however the accuracy decreases in that extent. On the purpose of boosting the

accuracy while providing satisfactory privacy, imputation techniques can be utilized.

In a RPT based PPCF system, the server does not have a permission to access ac-

tual ratings of the users. Since the server has disguised ratings, imputation techniques

working with a whole dataset can inevitably be operated on perturbed data. Inasmuch as

the data is perturbed by RPT, imputation procedures must be performed remarking added

randomness.

Investigating how CBS applied for a disguised user-item matrix, the steps of CBS

are discussed with respect to a dataset perturbed with RPT. As a clustering is applied in

the first step, the users must be able to clustered correctly. k-means clustering by Pear-

son’s Correlation Coefficient can be applied successfully on perturbed dataset as afore-

mentioned in Chapter 3. After the users are selected with respect to step 2, average of

deviations are calculated with Equation 4.1:

∆Ruq =
∑

nc
u=1 (z

′

uq − µ
′

u)

nc

(4.1)

µ′u = µu since added random numbers are generated with zero mean.

∆Ruq =
∑

nc
u=1 (zuq + ruq − µu)

nc

≈
∑

nc
u=1 (zuq − µu)

nc

(4.2)

Accordingly, average of the deviation from mean ratings is calculated correctly.

Seeing that mean of a user’s perturbed ratings is equal to the mean of undisguised rat-

ings, the average is added directly to the mean value of user u’s ratings which gives the

imputation value.

In PMM, it is difficult to select closest donors correctly on disguised data that the

results are affected by added random numbers. By using wrong donors, consistency of
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the imputation gets lowered. In order to select the right donors from disguised ratings, the

users can be clustered priorly and predictive mean matching is practiced for each cluster

separately. Note that the users can be clustered via their disguised ratings as mentioned

before.

In the prediction process of PPCF systems that use imputation methods, the rat-

ings of users are subject to a number of particular changes as described in Figure 4.1.

With a view to generate prediction via combining imputation techniques with PPCF, the

following steps must be put into practice:

1) Each user normalizes their ratings with z-score normalization. Denoting µu and

σu are mean and standard deviation of u’s ratings respectively, normalization on item q is

signified with Equation 4.3.

zuq =
Vuq − µu

σu
(4.3)

2) Each user disguises own ratings with respect to the received parameters σmax and

βmax from the server.

2) The server collects the modified ratings from users and constructs a perturbed

user-item matrix.

3) The server employs an imputation technique on the perturbed user-item matrix

and gets an imputed dataset.

4) The server implements one of the memory-based, model-based, or hybrid PPCF

algorithms and creates a prediction value p′aq for active user a on target item q.

5) The server sends the resulted p′aq to active user.

6) Active users denormalize p′aq and gets the final prediction value via Equation 3.6.

Figure 4.1. Evolution of ratings towards production of prediction.
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5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Experimental Design

It is aimed with the experiments to enhance predictive accuracies of PPCF systems

via imputation techniques. In that context, several imputation techniques are performed

on dataset perturbed by RPT and tested with representative memory-based, model-based

and hybrid PPCF schemas. Clustering-based smoothing (CBS), predictive mean match-

ing (PMM), and imputation with mean (IM) methods are executed within the imputation

techniques. For representative memory-based, model-based and hybrid PPCF schemas,

user-based, SVD-based, and clustering-based algorithms are selected and implemented

respectively.

In CBS method, k-means clustering is practiced as a clustering strategy. Experi-

ments are repeated for changing values of k as 1, 3, 5, and 10 respectively. When the

value of k equals to 1, it means that smoothing is done without clustering.

For implementation of PMM, fastpmm function in Multiple Imputations by Chained

Equations (MICE) package of R is utilized. Maximum iteration number is fixed to 50 for

the imputation which is its default value. PMM method is executed on groups of users

separately which are clustered via k-means clustering. The values of k is varied as 1, 2, 3,

5, and 10. Taking k as 1 indicates that PMM is applied on the whole dataset.

IM method is performed based on users. Missing values of each users are straight-

forwardly filled by mean ratings of corresponding users.

In all the imputation techniques, missing values to be imputed are selected with a

certain percentage. For each user, the count of missing values to be imputed is computed

with respect to the predefined percentage. Then missing values selected randomly by the

count and those are tried to be imputed. The percentage is changed from 20% to 100%

incrementing by 20%. For all filling percentages except 100, experiments are repeated 10

times to ensure the randomization.

For disguising by RPT, σmax and βmax are defined as 2 and 0 respectively. σ and β

are determined separately for each user. Once a perturbed dataset is constructed, the same

dataset is used in every experiment.

User-based PPCF algorithm uses KNN methodology for neighbor selection. That k

value is specified as 50 for all user-based experiments. SVD-based PPCF method needs

a y value indicating count of the selected eigenvalues. Value of y is fixed to 10. In
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clustering-based PPCF, users are divided into 2, 3, 5 and 10 clusters respectively via k-

means clustering and the experiments are held for each condition. 50-nearest neighbors

are utilized for prediction algorithm (the same as user-based PPCF).

The experiments are realized on Movielens 100k dataset [59] which has 100.000

ratings on movies. There are 943 users and 1682 movies. Rating scale of the system

is integer values between 1-5. By means of hold-out method, 100 users are selected as

test users and remaining 843 are treated as train users. Predictions are generated for all

available ratings by treating them as missing one by one.

5.2. Evaluation Criteria

Performance of the systems are evaluated with mean absolute error (MAE) which is

one of the most utilized error metrics used in CF. In terms of CF, the formula is predicated

as follows:

MAE =
∑

n
i=1 ∣ri − pi∣

n
(5.1)

In the equation, ri and pi represents actual rating and prediction values respectively.

n is the total number of the generated predictions. Note that, lower MAE means higher

accuracy in terms of CF.

Additionally, t-test results are demonstrated within the experimental results. t-test

is a statistical methods comparing two samples based on their means and reveals rate

of association between them. In the experiments, aim of employing t-test is to measure

whether or not there is a significant change in the accuracy of predictions when applied

an imputation. Samples used in t-test are constructed from MAE values of each user.

Since there are 100 test users, degree of freedom is defined as 99. There is expected a

significant change when compared to the results without utilizing an imputation method.

There is also obtained results without privacy with the experiments. When compared to

those results, the change in the predictive accuracy must be insignificant to prove that the

accuracy loss by added random numbers is retrieved. For the results of t-tests, 0.05 is

defined as threshold that p values less than 0.05 implies that there is a significant change.
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5.3. Experimental Results

In user-based algorithm, MAE results for with and without privacy are measured

as 0.8642 and 0.7699 respectively. When imputation methods are utilized, accuracies are

changed as in Figure 5.1. Percentages of improvement on user-based PPCF reaches to

7.48% 8.26% and 4.93% with IM, CBS, and PMM respectively. Best results are yielded

when cluster count is 1 in CBS imputation. Besides, PMM brings a higher accuracy

when applied separately on more clusters. Experimental results show that trying to fill all

missing values is a correct choice for the user-based PPCF schema.

Figure 5.1. Comparison of MAE results for imputed user-based PPCF by varying
imputation percentage

Results of t-tests on user-based algorithms are demonstrated in table 5.1. IM and

CBS introduce a significant improvement on user-based PPCF schema. When compared

with the results obtained from user-based CF (without privacy) increase in MAE is in-

significant.

Table 5.1. t-test results on user-based algorithm with corresponding p values.

Imputation Method Significance Rate of Improvement Significance Rate of Loss

IM 0,0102 0,1289

CBS 0,0092 0,1976

PMM 0,0876 0,0192
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The results of MAE on SVD-based CF and SVD-based PPCF are 0.7952 and 0.8199

respectively. Effects of the imputation techniques on accuracy are demonstrated with

figure 5.2. The results show that it is not appropriate to use imputation with CBS and

PMM methods owing to the fact that they deteriorate the accuracy. However, IM brings a

slight improvement for the accuracy by 0.2927%.

Figure 5.2. Comparison of MAE results for imputed SVD-based PPCF by varying
imputation percentage

Within the frame of clustering-based algorithms the results are searched seperately

by varying cluster counts. When 2-cluster based algorithm is employed, MAE results

become 0.7741 and 0.8803 for without and with privacy. Effects of the imputation tech-

niques on accuracy are demonstrated for 2 clusters with figure 5.3. Improvement per-

centages of accuracy reaches up to 8.24%, 9.10%, and 5.99% for IM, CBS and PMM

respectively in terms of MAE. CBS with 1 cluster and 80% filling percentage yields the

best result with value of MAE as 0.8002. t-test results are referred with table 5.2.

Table 5.2. t-test results on clustering-based algorithm as number of clusters is 2 with
corresponding p values.

Imputation Method Significance Rate of Improvement Significance Rate of Loss

IM 0,0055 0,0849

CBS 0,0064 0,1597

PMM 0,0356 0,0151
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of MAE results for imputed clustering-based PPCF with 2
clusters by varying imputation percentage

For 3-cluster based algorithm the resulting MAEs are 0.7824 and 0.9033 for without

and with privacy. The effects of the imputation techniques on accuracy are shown in figure

5.4. Improvement percentages of accuracy reaches up to 11.24%, 10.85%, and 7.88% for

IM, CBS and PMM respectively in terms of MAE. For 3-cluster-based PPCF algorithm,

IM with 60% percentage of filling yields the best result with 0.8018 MAE. t-test results

are referred with table 5.3.

Figure 5.4. Comparison of MAE results for imputed clustering-based PPCF with 3
clusters by varying imputation percentage
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Table 5.3. t-test results on clustering-based algorithm as number of clusters is 3 with
corresponding p values.

Imputation Method Significance Rate of Improvement Significance Rate of Loss

IM 0,0006 0,1036

CBS 0,0192 0,1071

PMM 0,0132 0,0102

In 5-cluster based algorithm MAE values are evaluated as 0.7921 and 0.9099 for

without and with privacy. The effects of the imputation techniques on accuracy are shown

in figure 5.5. Improvement percentages of accuracy reaches up to 10.62%, 9.63%, and

7.66% for IM, CBS and PMM respectively in terms of MAE. For 5-cluster-based PPCF

algorithm, IM with 20% percentage of filling yields the best result with 0.8133 MAE.

t-test results are referred with table 5.4.

Figure 5.5. Comparison of MAE results for imputed clustering-based PPCF with 5
clusters by varying imputation percentage

Table 5.4. t-test results on clustering-based algorithm as number of clusters is 5 with
corresponding p values.

Imputation Method Significance Rate of Improvement Significance Rate of Loss

IM 0,0008 0,2013

CBS 0,0591 0,0831

PMM 0,0060 0,0540
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Regarding 10-cluster based algorithm, MAE results are 0.8440 and 1.0705 for with-

out and with privacy. The effects of the imputation methods on accuracy are represented

in figure 5.6. Improvement percentages of accuracy reaches up to 22.44%, 18.81%, and

18.98% for IM, CBS and PMM respectively in terms of MAE. For 10-cluster-based PPCF

algorithm, the best result is obtained as 0.8303 in terms of MAE by IM with 100% per-

centage of filling. Related t-test results are referred with table 5.5.

Figure 5.6. Comparison of MAE results for imputed clustering-based PPCF with 10
clusters by varying imputation percentage

Table 5.5. t-test results on clustering-based algorithm as number of clusters is 10 with
corresponding p values.

Imputation Method Significance Rate of Improvement Significance Rate of Loss

IM 0,0000 0,8007

CBS 0,0006 0,4863

PMM 0,0001 0,6371

In PPCF schemas, the best result is obtained in user-based algorithm by utilizing

CBS with one cluster and filling percentage as 100% in the overall. In order to see suc-

cess of CBS on user-based approach by varying privacy levels, several experiments are

held on various βmax and σmax parameters. Results of the experiments are introduced in

figures 5.7 and 5.8. Firstly, σmax is fixed to 2 and βmax is sampled from 0 to 100 with

increasing by 10. The value of MAE minimalized for βmax = 10 with 0.7876 when CBS
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is utilized. Secondly, βmax is fixed as 10 and σmax is varied as 0.5, 1, 2, and 4. While

user-based PPCF without applying CBS yields MAE results from 0.7630 to 1.1091, when

CBS utilized, the MAE results are increased from 0.7645 to 0.8352.

Figure 5.7. MAE results on user-based PPCF by varying βmax value comparing CBS
imputation with no imputation. Cluster count and filling percentage are adjusted as 1

and 100 respectively for CBS.

Figure 5.8. MAE results on user-based PPCF by varying σmax value comparing CBS
imputation with no imputation. Cluster count and filling percentage are adjusted as 1

and 100 respectively for CBS.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The effort of the thesis is to improve existing privacy-preserving collaborative fil-

tering schemas in terms of accuracy by utilizing several imputation techniques. Nov-

elly, cluster-based smoothing and predictive mean matching algorithms are adapted to

privacy-preserving collaborative filtering systems in this context. User-based, singular

value decomposition based and clustering-based privacy-preserving collaborative filtering

algorithms are selected as representative memory-based, model-based and hybrid privacy-

preserving collaborative filtering techniques. Effects of imputation techniques on those

privacy-preserving collaborative filtering schemas are investigated separately. All of the

experiments held on a movie recommendation dataset by dividing it into train and test

sets via holdout method.

For user-based privacy-preserving collaborative filtering schema, all the imputation

methods provide an enhancement of the accuracy. Cluster-based smoothing yields the

best results compared to imputation by mean and predictive mean matching. Imputing

all missing ratings via cluster-based smoothing is selected as the most successful way of

handling missing values in terms of accuracy. Cluster-based smoothing and imputation

with mean provide a significant improvement in the accuracy. Moreover, with the help of

those methods accuracy loss due to privacy can be reduced to an insignificant level with

respect to t-test.

For singular value decomposition based privacy-preserving collaborative filtering

schema, the accuracy of the system is slightly improved via imputation with mean ap-

proach. The results demonstrate that the more missing values are filled, the higher accu-

racy obtained by utilizing imputation with mean. Cluster-based smoothing and predictive

mean matching methods can be considered as they are not appropriate for singular value

decomposition based privacy-preserving collaborative filtering.

For clustering-based privacy-preserving collaborative filtering schema, experimen-

tal results revealed that all kinds of applied imputation techniques are able to ensure a

significant improvement on the accuracy. There is not a certain percentage of missing

values to fill in order to get the most accurate results that the percentages of the best

results obtained by imputation techniques vary.

Minimum error on the privacy-preserving collaborative filtering schemas is achieved

on user-based privacy-preserving collaborative filtering by 1 cluster-based smoothing

strategy. In order to measure the effort of such strategy, several experiments are held
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on different privacy parameters. When the users are permitted to fill most of their un-

rated items randomly, count of missing values to be imputed diminishes. Hence, accuracy

improvement effect of the imputation method decreases. Designating privacy levels, stan-

dard deviation of the added random numbers is tested, as well. It is observed with the

results that there is a critical fall in the accuracy at increasing levels of privacy on user-

based privacy-preserving collaborative filtering. However, the accuracy can be kept in

decent values even with the higher levels of privacy via imputation techniques.

To sum up, it is revealed with the study that imputation methods can be utilized in

privacy-preserving collaborative filtering schemas in order to boost predictive accuracy.

Accordingly, individuals may prefer either to receive more consistent recommendations

with the same privacy level or to improve their privacy with a stable recommendation

quality.

Due to negative effects of privacy-preserving collaborative filtering on the accuracy,

studies to enhance privacy-preserving collaborative filtering schemas tend to expand in

the future. Various imputation methods must be investigated to find out their applicability

on privacy-preserving collaborative filtering systems within this scope. In model-based

privacy-preserving collaborative filtering schemas, numerous techniques are utilized to

construct the model. Such techniques are based on various data mining strategies hav-

ing different characteristics. Hence, designating model-specific imputation technique is

expected to be studied. Imputing certain missing values is a widespread approach to im-

prove the effectiveness of imputation methods. Accordingly, selecting the right missing

values on perturbed data to impute is an open issue.
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